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The Foundation of Victory Securities

CEO of Victory Securities, Ms. Gao Juan

It is now Q2 of 2022, and on behalf of Victory Securities, I am honored to announce
the opening of our affiliated VICTORY ASSET MANAGEMENT JAPAN in Fukuoka!

With the presence of this Japanese subsidiary, Victory will be able to o er more options in the global investment eld for
both institutional and individual investors in Japan.
Over the past years, we have been striving to serve our clients, industry partners, and investors and we have a well-earned
reputation. We are committed to maintaining our core values and principles. Our asset management team boasts
accumulated investment experiences, excellent investment performance, and profound knowledge of investment products
and services. Through our investment in global companies with exceptional performance, Victory has grown stably and
developed smart and innovative solutions that bring us a desirable return on investment (ROI).
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Today, with the overseas presence of Victory Securities in Singapore and Japan, we have taken an important step toward
internationalization. Through the expansion of global asset management businesses, we are able to create a global
investment portfolio that allows you to diversify investment and reduce investment risks from certain regions. Victory will
support you to achieve your ultimate goals of adding more value to your wealth in the same way you support Victory.

Chief Economist of Victory Securities- Dr. Li Ning

1. US Stock Market
In the last half month of Q1, the US stock market rebounded
back after Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. Even though the
Russia-Ukraine con ict continues and borrowing in the US is
expected to become more expensive, the passion for
investing in the US stock market and US dollars has not
stopped. We think that the Q2 US stock market will have a
huge impact on global markets. Hence, before analyzing the
Q2 global market, we have to know important, in uential
factors of Q2 US market.
We expect Q2 US stock market rebound could be coming to
an end during Easter and the market will keep going up and
down before the global economy achieves a real recovery.
Important factors that cause Q2 US stock market
uctuations include (1) the development of the con ict in
Ukraine: We think that the con ict may end before Easter.
Even if both sides come to a comprise and Russia withdraws
from Ukraine, it wouldn’t become positive information to
push soaring US stock prices to go up further. On the
contrary, the US stock market should be ready for many
more months of ghting and this is why we think even if the
con ict comes to an end, the outcome will not bring the US
stock market to soar to historical highs; (2) US Fed’s speed to
raise interest rate: The current US yield curve indicates short
term interest rates are moving up due to in ation pressure
while mid-term and long-term AFR rates would be held
steady due to geopolitical considerations, stag ation, and
long-term uncertainty in de-globalization. That is, the
market expects short-term interest rates would cause an
economic downturn and then interest rates would fall. We
don’t think US Fed’s short-term interest rate hike would
trigger an economic recession because this is similar to what
happened to the global economy after World War II when
the temporary bad in ation was not triggered by over
investment. On the contrary, when high in ation occurs due
to adverse events in the market as well as insu cient
consumption, employment, and investment, the actual
economic cycle is not in a period of in ation caused by
overheating economy and strong growth. Thus, central
banks around the world will not raise interest rates as the
policy response to rising in ation.
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Instead, moderate monetary policies will be introduced. Q2
market still needs time to respond to early price soaring
overestimated stock prices in Q1 and we need to wait and
see the actual impacts of higher interest rates on in ation,
investment, and consumption. Due to interest rate concerns
in Q2, the ability for stocks to move beyond the 52-week
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range is limited and it is more likely to see uctuations in the
US stock market.
(3) Recovery speed of economy from the slowing down
global pandemic: The comparatively lower case fatality rate
of COVID variants and herd community policy adopted by
major western countries, impacts of the COVID pandemic
would fade away by the end of Q2 and the global economy
is expected to recover rapidly in the second half of 2022. The
economic recovery may continue in the post pandemic era
but there are concerns of negative news including interest
rate hikes, in ation, and de-globalization that would result in
a plunge in stock prices. That is why we don’t expect US
stock prices would touch the 52-week low in Q2 and the
bear market would come to an end in the mid-term.
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Overall, the Q2 US stock market depends on the
development of a lot of important information and the
market would uctuate around historic highs as a transit
point for further development. We don’t suggest investors
buy and hold more stocks in the bear market since it is not
worth it to buy high and sell low. Trading of mid cap stocks in
the short term would be recommended. In terms of the
industries, focuses should be put on renewable energy
leaders in photovoltaics and hydrogenic energy and
companies in the upstream industrial chain (including
European, Japanese, and South Korean ADRs). For individual
stocks, we recommend US MAXN that bene ts from
accelerated photovoltaics installation in Europe due to
soaring energy prices and increased capacities and reduced
costs of Chinese upstream silicon material and wafer. We
think US’s antidumping duty investigation on Chinese
photovoltaics component makers in the mid-term would
boost sales and stock performance of downstream
companies of photovoltaics components in the US and
Europe.

Chinese Stock Market including China Concepts Stock,
Hong Kong Stock, and China A-shares in Q1 plunged. The
pandemic, unexpected geopolitical crisis (the RussiaUkraine Con ict), a drop in con dence due to the control
policy, concerns over the Sino-US relations, and capital
out ow caused by narrowed interest rates in China and the
US resulted in panic selling in the market. In Q2, under the
background of weak con dence of investors and increasing
uncertainties in both internal and external environments, a
V-shaped recovery may not be expected in the short term.
On the contrary, we thought Q2 Chinese stock market
would still uctuate to touch new lows, but the good news
is after panic selling of liquidity de ciency, we don’t expect
the market would follow a plunge because of possible

external bearish factors. Even US stock market drops, there
would be limited impact on the Chinese stock market.
But likewise, due to domestic pandemic infection, deglobalization of the overseas supply chain, and weak
domestic investment, consumption, and export in the long
term, the market is not expected to continue to rise. In Q2,
we would focus on the market’s uctuation to touch new
lows and selection for industries and individual stocks
would depend on PE/PB ratio, internal economic cycle,
in ection forecast, and building of renewable energy
infrastructure. In terms of micro-environment, Chinese
Concepts Stock, Hong Kong Stock, and China A-Shares face
di erent market risk factors and investment opportunities.

1. Chinese Concepts Stock
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In Q1, Chinese Concepts Stock experienced the
unprecedented panic selling caused by a liquidity crisis and
a quick rebound. From the long-term yield curve, Chinese
Concepts Stock would still be in the lows. But overall, we
would not expect high investment returns of Chinese
Concepts Stock in Q2. Reasons are listed below. First,
mainstream companies of Chinese Concepts Stock over the
past ten years have achieved fast growth and the so-called
industrial involution is actually excessive capacities
resulting from the continuous excessive investment of new
industries. Unfortunately, this is the beginning to remove
these capacities and in the future, Chinese Concept Stock
that relies heavily on mainstream large tech rms would
face a rapid decrease in sales driven by excessive capacities
and shift to a lower PE/PB ratio in a long period of time.
Second, partial de-link risk between the US and Chinese
nance would continue to exist in both the short term and
mid-term and investors should not be over-optimistic.
Unlike top tech stocks in Hong Kong Stock, the out ow of
domestic capital and discouragement for capital to buy USlisted stocks would result in a drop in the long-term
predicted value of liquidity. Third, over the past several
years, capital has been expanded largely and chaotically in
the platform dominated by top tech stocks. The overseeing
mechanism will be lasted to change the expansion model
of dominant pro ts gained by burning money. Companies
responsively need time to look for the balance with new
operation modes. Fourth, in terms of the overall macrocycle in China, it is no longer at the stage of rapid expansion.
More focus should be put on the increase of overall social
welfare and not on simply rough growth. This is a factor and
large network tech stocks would not be expected to have
high growth.
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2. Chinese Market

We expect overall China Concepts Stock would rebound
after plunging, but it is a long journey to touch the lows. In
the short-term, China Concepts Stock would not be the
main investment target. There are two key points to grasp
future investment opportunities of China Concepts Stock.
The rst is replacement value. Many small cap stocks drop
more 90% and some individual stocks have values lower
than that of capital merging, reorganization, purchase back
or direct investment within the industry. Under this
consideration, the worse scenario would be they withdraw
from the US stock market, but there would still be some
investment and speculation values. For example, the
soaring prices of mid-cap and small cap stocks such as IQ
and KC re ect the replacement value of companies. Second,
focus on industries that can quickly remove excessive
capacities since they will be able to quickly improve their
sales. If we look at the online media industry, IQ’s long video
business spent heavily in the past decade and after the
crackdown policy, IQ took the lead to remove excessive
capacities and positive changes have been observed. When
its products have been proven to meet market demands, its
income from subscriptions now comes closer to the market
value of IQ. In the future, if it continues to remove excessive
capacities and grow gross pro ts, IQ’s stock price will be
among those that will receive the earliest positive reestimation. Investors are suggested to watch out for these
similar investment opportunities.

3. A-Shares

Hong Kong Stock did not plunge badly as China Concepts
Stock because capital ew in from the north, but it did not
rebound strongly as China Concepts Stock. PE/PB ratio of
top tech stocks are impacted by the same in uential factors
of China Concepts Stock and it is also a journey to touch the
lows. We would suggest several considerations about the
market trend of Hong Kong Stock. First, there would be
more restrictions and in uences on Hong Kong Stock than
A-shares. In Q2, when uctuations would be around highs
and there would be more uncertainties, risks would seem
higher in Hong Kong Stock than A-shares. Second, Hong
Kong Stock is more dominated by top tech stocks and in
consideration of reasons discussed earlier, more time is
needed for top tech stocks to touch lows from basics and
technical curve. Thus, we think there would be a reverse
trend to look for lows in Hong Kong Stock and it would be
relatively safe to focus on mid and small cap stocks with
good PE/PB ratio, low market value, and related to domestic
economic development.

Although we do not expect overall there would be a
strong soaring trend in the Chinese stock market but
compared to China Concepts Stock and Hong Kong Stock,
A-shares relatively receive smaller impacts from
uctuations of the overseas market and have more
su cient capital since the domestic macro currency cycle
shifts to a much loosen phase. Thus, we expect that in Q2,
A-shares will touch lows and then go up. Industrial
uctuation and prices of individual stocks are expected to
be improved than those in Q1.
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Technically speaking, Hang Seng Indexes are obviously at
the bearish range and there is heavy upper pressure on the
rebound. It is expected that Q2 will fluctuate to touch the
lows. Rush short-term and counter trend trading should be
avoided by investors.

For investment opportunities in Hong Kong Stock, we
suggest investors pay attention to individual stocks of
photovoltaics and hydrogenic energy. Due to the lack of
long-term market confidence and liquidity crisis, during the
plunge process driven by the economic situation, industries
with high potential but overvalued can be invested as longterm targets through buying and holding low. Stocks
suggested include 1799 Xinte Energy and 1811 CGN Power;
and Hydrogenic Energy Industry: 3899 CIMC Enric, 2338
Weichai, and 189 Dong Yue.

CSI 300n from the technical curve is in the decline trend
and we are not able to judge whether it now touches the
lows. But with sufficient liquidity and clear initial
development of policies, A-shares would perform better
compared to Chinese stocks listed in overseas markets and
good investment opportunities in individual industries
have been observed. In the process of flotation to touch
the lows, there are more investment opportunities in
industrial shift and individual stocks.
For industries and individual stocks, we suggest investors
four key points: PE/PB ratio, mid and small cap, relativeness
to the domestic economic cycle, expected inflation, and
renewable energy infrastructure building. Do not engage in
counter trend trading of any industry with high
uncertainties. Even now, it plunges dramatically. Individual
stocks recommended:
600089 TBEA(photovoltaics), 600582 Tiandi Science &
Technology(import substitution, coal, and intelligent mine),
600315 Shanghai Jahwa (cosmetics and skincare), 600429
Beijing Sanyuan (basic consumption, small market value),
600598 Heilongjiang Agriculture(plantation, food safety,
resource inflation), 300699 Weihai Guangwei (leader in
carbon fiber subdivision with products used for national
defense, civilians , and hydrogenic energy storage).

*Fund managers or report compilers who wrote this report hold the said stocks on April 7, 2022.
Risk Disclosure
Risk in Securities Trading
The prices of securities fluctuate, sometimes dramatically. Securities prices may go up and down or even become valueless. Buying and trading securities may not
always make profits and sometimes, losses may occur.
The said risk disclosure statement does not intend to disclose all risks involved. Before engaging in trading or making an investment, investors should be held
responsible for data collection and studies. Investors should carefully consider whether trading or investment fits his/her financial status and investment objective.
Victory Securities suggests investors consult with independent financial and professional opinions before any trading and investment. If investors are not sure or clear
about parts related to risk disclosure below or any nature or risk related to ongoing transaction or investment, they should consult with independent professional
opinions.
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Disclaimer
This document does not constitute an offer, or an invitation to make an offer to subscribe for, purchase or sell a product or to execute a product referred to in this
document and should not be interpreted as professional opinions. Risks involved in investment Before making any investment decision, investors should understand
their risks as well as legal, taxing, and accounting features and results. Investors must make their own investment decisions based on specific financial situations,
investment objectives, and risk levels. When necessary, they should consult professional opinions.
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2. Hong Kong Stock Market

